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ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED JOURNALS


Integrating Women in the Workplace: Challenges for Organizational Leaders. *Journal of the People’s University of Bangladesh* 3(1):139-145.


**Swinarski, M. E.** Focusing on IS Skills for the Middle and Senior Level Manager: A New Approach to the MBA Core IS Course. *The Communications of the Association for Information Systems (CAIS)* 23(9):163-178.


**ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED PROCEEDINGS**

**Scott-Young, C. M.** Modeling the antecedents and consequences of team potency in capital projects. Proceedings of the EGOS Colloquium. Amsterdam (July) Session 44.

**BOOKS**


Parente, D. Best Practices in Online Procurement Auctions, 378 pp. IGI-Global, Hershey, PA.


PARTS OF BOOKS


ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED JOURNALS


**He, S.** and X. Xu. “Hardware/software co-design approach for an ADALINE based adaptive control system,” *Journal of Computers*, vol. 3, no. 2, 8 pp., February.


“Electrical control of surface-wave propagation at the planar interface of a linear electro-optic material and an isotropic dielectric material,” *Electromagnetics* (Special Issue on Surface Wave Propagation), vol. 28, no. 3, pp. 162-174.


ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED PROCEEDINGS


“... effect of conformal cooling on part temperature,” *Society of Plastics Engineers Annual Technical Conference (ANTEC)*, pp. 483-488.


Young, B. A., M. Dropik, and K. Boell. “Combining flows in injection molding to produce a unique velocity profile,” Society of Plastics Engineers Annual Technical Conference (ANTEC), no. 0979, 5 pp., Milwaukee, WI.

PARTS OF BOOKS


ARTICLES IN IN-HOUSE PUBLICATIONS


“FEA of IAVO Striker in D21 Latch”, FEA of Redesigned Striker to Meet Current L/D Performance (of current design) in D21 Latch,” ITW/Corry Rubber Corporation, April.

ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN NONREFEREED PUBLICATIONS

Briselden, T. B. “High temperature ceramic heat exchanger for solid oxide fuel cells,” Material Science and Technology Expo, October.


Young, B., M. Dropik, and K. I. Boell. “Combining flows in injection molding to produce a unique velocity profile,” Mold Making and Mold Design Newsletter (Division of Society of Plastics Engineers, Inc.), 5 pp., Summer-Fall.

ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE MAGAZINES


ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN TRADE MAGAZINES


RESEARCH REPORTS TO SPONSOR


Roth, J. T. Effect of Electric Pulsing on Assorted Aluminum Alloys, Battelle Memorial Institute, Pacific Northwest Division, January.
ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED JOURNALS


<http://www.springerlink.com/content/k6q73h0225t75113/fulltext.html>


Corty, E. W. “Perceived ejaculatory latency and pleasure in different outlets.” Journal of Sexual Medicine, 5, 2694–2702.


BOOKS (See also Literary Works)


PARTS OF BOOKS


Steensland, M.  “Dead@17 Fan Film.” *Dead@17: Compendium Edition*. By Josh Howard. Irving, TX: Viper Comics. 332–333.

**BOOK REVIEWS**


**Porac, C.** Survivor: Left-handedness. [Review of the book *The left stuff: How the left-handed have survived and thrived in a right-handed world*]. *Laterality*, 13, 390–392.


**Todd, K.** Rev. of *Because the Cat Purrs, How We Relate to Other Species and Why it Matters*, by Janet Lembke. *Orion* 27: 74–75.

Rev. of Maria Sibylla Merian and her Daughters, by Ella Reitsma. 
*Bookforum*: 14.


**ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN NONREFEREED JOURNALS**


“PMEA NEWS. Journal of the Pennsylvania Music Educators Association.” *Jazz Reviews* (Summer): 2 pages.

“PMEA NEWS. Journal of the Pennsylvania Music Educators Association.” *Jazz Reviews* (Fall): 2 pages.


**ARTICLES IN IN-HOUSE PUBLICATIONS**


**RESEARCH REPORTS TO SPONSOR**


Developing BDI Logic Models: A One-Day Training for Adolescent Reproductive Health Professionals. Evaluation report submitted to the Pennsylvania Coalition to Prevent Teen Pregnancy for a workshop held in Erie, PA, February. (5 pages)

Show Off Your Outcomes! Evaluation report submitted to the Pennsylvania Coalition to Prevent Teen Pregnancy for a workshop held in Erie, PA, February. (5 pages)

Show Off Your Outcomes! BDI Logic Models and Evaluation: A One-Day Training for Adolescent Reproductive Health Professionals. Evaluation report submitted to the Pennsylvania Coalition to Prevent Teen Pregnancy for a workshop held in Pittsburgh, PA, March. (5 pages)


Evaluation of a Poverty Simulation, Erie, PA, October 22, 2008. (8 pages)


LITERARY WORKS

Books


Parts of Books (Poems Published in Anthologies)

Essays in Referred Publications


“Electronic Frontier.” *Western Art and Architecture* 2.2: 40-41.

Fiction Published in Refereed Journals

Cross, E. “Hunters.” *Hobart.*
<http://www.hobartpulp.com/website/december/cross.html>


“Passengers.” *Storyglossia.* 27.
<http://www.storyglossia.com/27/ec_passengers.html>

Poems Published in Refereed Journals

Fogle, E. “When the House Cramps In On Us and Your Black and White Cat.” *Harpur Palate* 8.1: 114.


“In a Trawler’s Wake.” *Haight Ashbury Literary Journal* 26.1: 3.


“The Fat Man Remembers a Late Night Thrill.” *Main Street Rag* 13.2: 52–53.

“Late Morning Behind a Church in Kinsale,” and “Everything Said.” *Tar River Poetry* 47.2: 40–41.


“Forgetting History & Loss.” *Blueline* 29: 49.


“Meditation at Night on a Woman in Another State.” *Two Rivers Review* 11: 12.


**ARTICLES IN NEWSPAPERS**


**ARTICLES IN ON-LINE NEWSPAPERS**


ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED JOURNALS


**Campbell, M.** and **Y-H. Wang**. “Agrobacterium Mediated Transformation of Tomato,” *Public Library of Science ONE*, vol. 3, no. 8, pg. e2974, August.


ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREED PROCEEDINGS


BOOKS


Larson, R. Applied Calculus for the Life and Social Sciences, 1e, Cengage Learning.


Calculus of a Single Variable, 9e, Cengage Learning.

Calculus Multivariable, 9e, Cengage Learning.


Intermediate Algebra, 5e, Cengage Learning.

Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 5e, Cengage Learning.
PARTS OF BOOKS


*Applied Calculus for Life and Social Sciences*, 8e, Cengage Learning.


RESEARCH REPORT TO SPONSOR

Campbell, M. Gene Expression Profiling of Potato Tubers Treated With 1,4-dimethylnaphthalene. Sponsor: 1’4 Group, Meridian, March.


IN-HOUSE PUBLICATIONS


ABSTRACTS
